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Autokitty Packager is an easy-to-use desktop application to export content bundles generated with Autokitty into IMS 
Content Packages (http://www.imsglobal.org/content/packaging/). To start using it, simply download the appropriate 
version depending on your operating system (Windows and MAC OS X supported) from here: http://
ensemble.ljmu.ac.uk/projects/jisc/packager.

In order to execute it, you will need to have Java version 1.5.x or higher installed in your system (available to 
download from http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html). It does not need any 
installation, simply download the compressed file, uncompress it in a folder of your choice and then double click on 
the ʻAutokitty Packager.appʼ (Mac) or ʻAutokitty Packager.exeʼ (WIN) file.

Getting started

Starting a project
Once you start the application, you can either create a new project or open an existing one. There are two types of 
projects that can be created: the first is a content package that can be uploaded into the JORUM repository (http://
www.jorum.ac.uk/), and the second is a generic IMS CP package that can be uploaded into any system that supports 
the import of IMS content packages or SCORM packages, for example Blackboard.

To start a new project, select the “File” menu, “New” and then select the type of project you would like to create:
• IMS CP (from Autokitty)
• IMS CP (empty manifest file)

If you are creating a project from 
an existing Autokitty bundle, you 
will need to enter the URL of the 
generated HTML file when 
performing the “Export to 
Packager” operation from the 
Autokitty application - refer to the 
Autokitty application guide for 
further instructions on how to do 
this. Additionally, you will have to 
specify the target location in your 
hard drive for the manifest file 
that will be created along with its 
encoding (default UTF-8).
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Alternatively, if you are creating a project from an empty manifest, the information you need to provide differs: 
provide a target location for the generated manifest file, specify its encoding (same as above) and select the 
manifest element that you would like to add from the beginning - normally a manifest file should have at least a 
Manifest element in it but others can be added.

Once the required information has been provided, the application will generate the manifest file in the selected 
location and it will be opened automatically in the Packager editor. 

From now on, we will use as an example a project that was created from an Autokitty bundle. However, the 
steps are common to both types of project  with the exception of validation, which will be explained for both 
cases in later sections.



When editing a package 
manifest, the main view is 
always the editor, which 
presents two different visual 
elements:

• Tree Viewer, to navigate and 
create the different elements 
included in a manifest file.

• Manifest elements form, to 
edit the properties of a 
selected element from the 
manifest file.

The layout of the editor can be customised into either “Vertical” (the default) or “Horizontal” and depending on 
which is selected, we will see the elements form either on the right side of the tree viewer or underneath it.

Views

Different editing operations 
can be performed while 
navigating through the 
manifest tree such as: adding 
new elements to the manifest, 
creating child elements, 
deleting existing elements 
(multiple elements can be 
selected at once), and so on. 
To see the available options 
simply select the node of the 
tree you would like to modify, 
right click and then a 
contextual menu will appear 
showing the different available 
operations.



Alongside the editor view, when editing a project, two other views 
appear: the ʻpackage viewʼ and the ʻproperties viewʼ. 

The first of these, ʻPackage viewʼ allows one to add new physical 
resources (images, documents, videos) that will be added to the 
manifest, and therefore to the content package. You can add folders 
to the package, import resources or delete existing resources.

The ʻProperties viewʼ can be used in a similar fashion to the 
editorʼs ʻmanifest form viewʼ described previously. When we 
select elements in the Tree viewer the properties view 
synchronises with it and displays the editable properties 
associated with the selected object in the tree viewer, allowing 
them to be edited.

Both the properties view and the 
Package explorer view can be 
hidden by closing them. To 
reactivate them, simply go to 
IMSCP CP menu and select either 
ʻShow Package Explorer Viewʼ or 
ʻShow Properties Viewʼ.

Editing a 
manifest file

The generated manifest file exported from the Autokitty bundle contains all the resources that have been used in 
it. For now, these resources will be videos selected from YouTube but in the future other types of files, like 
presentations from Slideshare, will be supported. These videos have been added and described (using the 
appropriate Dublin Core metadata fields) in the manifestʼs ʻOrganisationʼ element as well as in the manifestʼs 
ʻResourcesʼ.

Whilst this initial manifest file is valid and conforms to the IMS CP specification, other resources such as 
documents, audio files and images can also be added to the package and described using metadata schemas. 
The application supports the use of Dublin Core, Dublin Core Terms or a combination of both.

To start adding new resources to the content package we have to first select the physical files by using the 
ʻPackage explorerʼ view. This view shows a file-tree in which the root is the folder that contains the manifest folder 
and which will be the root of the generated content package. We can create new sub-folders for grouping types of 
files like images or documents and add/delete new resources.



As an example we will add a 
new ʻresourcesʼ folder in the 
package and include an 
image:

In the package explorer view, 
select the root folder, click on 
ʻcreate folderʼ and specify the 
name for the folder ( in this 
case ʻresourcesʼ).

Once the folder has been 
created, click on it, select 
ʻimport resourceʼ and then 
select  the image you would 
like to add.

Once the image has been added to the package explorer we need to add and describe the associated elements 
from the manifest file that will refer to the physical image that was just added. Three different elements from the 
content schema need to be defined: ʻresourceʼ ʻfileʼ and ʻitem elementʼ. The first two are included under the 
ʻresourcesʼ section of the manifest. If this section has not been created, from the tree viewer we then need to 
add this element to the ʻmanifestʼ element: right-click on the ʻmanifestʼ element, then ʻNew childʼ and finally 
ʻResourcesTypeʼ element.



After creating the required elements we need to edit the properties of each of them so that they contain the 
required description information. Both the ʻfileʼ and ʻresourceʼ elements have a ʻhrefʼ attribute which contains the 
relative path of the physical resource to which they refer to: i.e. the newly create image (resources/the-image-
name). We need to specify the correct path, otherwise the contents of the package cannot be visualised 
correctly when it is deployed in a content management platform. For more information about the elements 
included in the specification and their attributes, please refer to the IMS CP specification (footnote 1).

The next step is to add the image to the existing ʻorganisationʼ element of the manifest. Again, we right-click on 
this element and select ʻNewʼ and finally ʻItemTypeʼ. We then specify a title for the image (in the form editor) and 
then specify the ʻidentifierrefʼ attribute which is selected from a drop-down list that now contains the previously 
created resource relative path.

Finally, we should add 
descriptive information to the 
newly added item in the 
organisation. To do this we 
have to add a Metadata 
container element (right-click 
on the created ʻitemʼ element, 
select ʻNew childʼ and finally 
ʻMetadataTypeʼ). If creating a 
JORUM package, we must 
specify Dublin Core metadata 
terms - we cannot use Dublin 
Core Terms schema. So first, 
in the form editor view we 
specify the schema name 
(Dublin Core) and its version 
name (1.1, at present) and 
then click on ʻAdd DC 
elementsʼ.

A new form dialog is populated which contains all the elements included in this schema and we can then edit 
the fields we are interested in: title, description, licensing information, format or file type, etc. 
Note: if creating a JORUM package, we must include the ʻrightsʼ element (licensing information), otherwise the 
package will not validate.



Validation of the content package
The application provides two different types of validation for the manifest file: generic IMS CP validation and JORUM-
specific validation.

Generic IMS CP validation

The application provides full support to the IMS CP specification, and therefore all the elements included in the 
specification can be included in the manifest: multiple metadata schemas, manifests and sub-manifests, different 
organisations for the package, etc.

To validate a manifest file from the application we must select the root element of the tree viewer and then either 
select ʻIMSCPʼ menu option followed by the ʻValidateʼ option, or right-click on the root element and then select 
ʻValidateʼ.

JORUM-specific validation

JORUM at present does not fully support IMS CP packages. While a JORUM package conforms to the IMS CP 
specification, it does not support use of all the elements included in the schema specification when generating a 
manifest file.

The constraints for generating JORUM IMS Content Packages are as follows (source: http://community.jorum.ac.uk/
mod/resource/view.php?id=239).

• The submission is a Zip archive.
• The submission contains a file titled "imsmanifest.xml" in the root of the Zip archive.
• The "imsmanifest.xml" file must be a valid and well formed XML document.
• The manifest uses supported namespaces:

• For IMS CP: http://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imscp_v1p1
• For SCORM: 

• http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_rootv1p2
• http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_v1p3

• For metadata:
• IMS Metadata: http://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imsmd_v1p2
• LOM: http://ltsc.ieee.org/xsd/LOM
• Dublin Core: http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

• Only one metadata standard will be supported in the manifest i.e. either IMSMD, LOM or DC - not a combination.

To validate a manifest file from the application we have to select the root element of the tree viewer and then either 
select from the ʻIMSCPʼ menu ʻJORUM validation >> Validateʼ or right-click on the root element and then select 
ʻJORUM validation >> Validateʼ.
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When validating a JORUM 
manifest file, we could also 
activate ʻlive validationʼ which 
enables the validation as we 
edit the manifest file rather 
than it being performed upon 
user request. In order to view 
validation events, we will 
have to activate the 
ʻValidation Events consoleʼ 
from the ʻJORUM validationʼ 
menu.

Exporting to a
content package
Finally, once we have edited the manifest 
file and validated it we can then export it 
as a content package. From the ʻFileʼ 
menu we select the ʻExportʼ option. A new 
dialog appears which displays 
information about the files included with 
the manifest file (the resources in the 
package folder - images, documents). 
Finally we must specify a target location 
for the ZIP file that will be generated as 
well as a suitable name for it (remember 
to include the ZIP extension, otherwise 
we will not be able to finish the process).
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